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A master plan for the future 
The independent schools sector is no stranger to master planning or the creation 
of bold new thought that it represents. The notion of creating a vision for the 
physical campus that will meet needs of the future that can only be imagined 
now is fertile ground for energising the community and school governors that 
carry responsibility for the process tend to readily accept the challenge. The 
situation that TAS finds itself in is rare though and presents challenges and 
opportunities that few well established schools have experienced. In its 123rd 
year, in a position of stable enrolments and finances over the past decade, the 
TAS Board has chosen to open up the future with a view to expanding programs 
and possibilities by eventually doubling the school enrolment through the 
mechanism of co-education. Readers of this edition of Binghi will see evidence 
of the start of the expansion process, preceding the master plan, but carrying its 
motif of preparing for a new and exciting future for the school.

The master plan must meet the dual challenges of aligning the future physical 
campus to the philosophical position of the school strategic plan and ensuring 
that the growth and establishment of new facilities occurs in a planned and 
sequenced manner, rather than acquiescing to ad hoc decisions. A new TAS 
Vision 2030 will guide our process, but developing this is not as significant an 
undertaking as its predecessor, the Vision 2025. The decision to introduce co-
education and expand capacity and creative energy within the school was made 
with the commitment to maintain our long standing character and purpose. It 
reflected a belief that growth will increase our capacity to pursue our already 
established aims.

This is a new experience for TAS and it is being supported by genuine expertise. 
The only other time that an attempt was made to define the physical future of 
the school was in the 1980s and that was largely internal, and certainly a smaller 
scale project.  This time the TAS campus master plan is being supported by Sydney 
and Brisbane based architectural consultants BVN who won a competitive tender 
largely based on their experience developing master plans and other significant 
work with Cranbrook, Ascham, Kincoppal Rose Bay, MLC, Brisbane Grammar and 
Canberra Grammar, amongst others. This experience is evidence of BVN’s ability 
to understand the importance of protecting heritage whilst expanding capacity 
and the experience thus far has borne this out. They are already being influenced 
through consultations with those who know the campus best: our senior students, 
staff and, soon, current parents.

As the future campus is considered, new scenarios will unfold and these will give 
clarity to what is available and possible for us as we look ahead. This is how the 
work of the present enhances the abilities of future decision makers by providing 
a well thought out consideration of what will be needed by the next generations 
of TAS students and staff. This has always been so, particularly for schools with 
long and proud heritages such as ours, but never with such an expansive and 
exciting vision in mind.
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Cover: Strings players Will Almond, Marcus Hempel and 
Disa Smart were amond dozens of musicians whose talents 
were showcased at this term’s Twilight Concert� 

Correction: In Binghi 172 a photo of students who had 
gained their Surf Bronze Medallion included the name 
Lachlan Creighton� This should have been Callan Creighton� 
Apologies to Callan and his family for the error�

The Headmaster spent time with Year 1 this term, talking about all sorts of things TAS related� 
They were particularly fascinated with a coffee table made from the top of two old desks 
inscribed with the initials of "some very naughty boys from a long time ago"!
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An architect who for half a century has put his 
stamp on the look of The Armidale School’s 
campus has been honoured in the naming of 
a new boarding house extension at the school.

As an employee and later partner in 
Armidale firm Magoffin and Deakin until his 
retirement in 2005, Antony Deakin OAM has 
been responsible for the design or project 
management of most buildings at the school 
since moving from Sydney to join the firm in 
1965. At a ceremony on 27 May, he unveiled 
the plaque to Deakin Wing, an extension to 
White House which had been designed by his 
former partner Reg Magoffin and opened by 
Prime Minister Sir Robert Menzies in 1963. 

Among his work at TAS is an extension to 
Fisher Wing (which won an Armidale City 
Council Heritage Award) and Cloisters in the 
heart of the school; the Junior School building, 
Music Centre, Centenary Library and, most 
recently, the Hoskins Centre, in conjunction 
with Sydney firm Peddle Thorp & Walker.  

“I tried to follow Reg’s approach in maintaining 
the architectural character and ethos of the 
school started by the original architect Sir 
John Sulman in 1893, particularly in regard 
to the colour, selection and detailing of the 
brickwork, and am proud that this tradition has 
continued,” he said.

“I am conscious that my name in a building 
here is uniquely not that of a bishop, a 
headmaster, a member of staff or an Old Boy, 
and am honoured to be allowed to hang onto 
the coat tails of these men and families who 
made such significant contributions to this 
place: Moyes, Abbott, Fisher, Cash, White, Croft, 
Dangar, Johnstone, Magoffin, McConville, 
Mattingley, Graham and Hoskins. 

"I have been in some capacity, involved in 
the design and or construction of every one 
of those thirteen named buildings, as well 
as numerous other extensions and repair 
projects, working with wonderful people from 
the School Council to the teaching, grounds 
and administration staff.”

He recalled two amusing anecdotes from 
his work. One was the discovery, under the 
floor of the current Medical Centre, of a 
hand grenade (found to be a non-explosive, 
training device). The second was when former 
Headmaster Alan Cash noticed a spelling 
mistake in the Latin inscription on the marble 
foundation stone of the initial Junior School 
(Magoffin) building, just days before it was to 
be unveiled at a special ceremony. The stone 
was reversed, and a fresh, accurate inscription 
made just in time – perhaps one day giving 
archeologists something to puzzle over.

“Tony’s final contribution in matching the 
bricks of this new wing with the original 
exterior of White House reflects the attention 
to detail that has contributed so much to the 
character of what many believe to be one of 
the most beautiful schools in Australia, and 
with every building he has added something 
to the history of the school,” Headmaster 
Murray Guest said.  

Designed by the current Magoffin & 
Deakin principal Michael McPhillips, the 
new two-storey, 24-bed wing was built to 
accommodate all Middle School boy boarders 
under the one roof. A second boarding house 
for Middle School boys was last year converted 
for the inaugural 20 girl boarders following the 
school’s introduction of co-education earlier 
this year. 

The Armidale School’s Chairman Sebastian Hempel and Headmaster Murray Guest watch as Tony Deakin (right) 
unveils a plaque commemorating a new residential wing named after him at TAS

Deakin Wing from the south

New boarding wing honours long-time architect
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Old gym gets a modern workout
For some Old Boys it was where they straddled a pommel horse, learnt to box or 
played basketball; for others, the place for developing carpentry and metal skills. 

Now, there are funky large lounges, a coffee machine and a cosy gas fire – all 
part of the building’s latest reincarnation as a new social and study space for  
Year 12 students. 

The refit includes a kitchen area, ‘chill zone’ and mezzanine study area and has 
an industrial-meets-gallery feel more likely found in the inner-city than in one of 
regional Australia’s most historic schools.

“It’s pretty cool, not sterile like a cafeteria, it’s so 
different to when I had Technics classes in here,” said 
Oliver Mayhew-Sanders, a boarder from Brisbane.

“The fact that it is a special place for Year 12 students shows the school 
recognises our independence and is a bit of motivation with our studies – it also 
gives the younger students something to aspire to.”

The centre’s doors were open to students just a week after the official opening of 
Deakin Wing (see story previous page). Improvements to facilities are ongoing, 
with a staged replacement of all furniture in the three senior boys’ boarding  
houses, imminent. 

Mr Guest said together, the Deakin Wing, Year 12 Centre and new boarding 
furniture represented an investment of $1.8million in infrastructure to both and 
improve and expand the school’s residential offering in particular.

Year 12 students Renee Collins and Oliver 
Mayhew-Sanders in the new Year 12 common 
room that opened earlier this term� 
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Year 3 engaged in some canoeing - and some botany! - at Lake Keepit Local MP Adam Marshall hosted Year 6 at NSW Parliament House

Year 9 spent time at a Coffs beach logging how many 
different types of marine sea birds they could see

Year 10 student Hugh Stonier made it to the top of a 
climbing wall at a facility in Canberra 

Josh Armstrong, Year 8, tested his skills in balance – at 
the Sydney Trapeze Centre 

Will Almond, Matthew Turnbull, Lachlan Cameron and 
Nicholas Moar, Year 10 in the Hall of Memory at the 
Australian War Memorial, Canberra

Year 7 on a flying fox at Pindari Dam

Year 4 work together to pull the rope on the Giant Swing at Lake KeepitMyuna Bay is a perennial favourite for Year 5

EXCURSION

WEEK
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One night in early June, students from the Year 9/10 Astrophysics elective 
course braved the cold for a trip to the Kirby Observatory� It was a 
beautiful and clear evening, which allowed our students to see amazing 
things such as the rings of Saturn, the moons of Jupiter, and a star cluster� 

Astrophysics is one of more than 100 semester-long electives on offer 
to students in Years 9 and10� Students study three different electives 
each semester� These include Architecture & Design, Vehicle Dynamics, 
Robotics Challenge, Personal Finance and Investing, Internet Wizardry, 
High Performance Pastures, and dozens more�

Henry O’Neil peers through a telescope at Kirby Observatory as part of  
Astrophysics study

Students workshop The Bard  
at state festival
The enduring power of Shakespeare came to life for six Year 10 and 11 students 
when that took part in the Sport for Jove Theatre Company’s 2016 NSW Shakespeare 
Carnival in Sydney in June. 

The carnival is a statewide competition exploring the great playwright and poet 
through acting, music, costume and set design and dance. Students Kaliya Alldridge, 
George Lane, Katie Miller and Hugh Worsley entered The Lovers’ Quarrel scene from 
A Midsummer Night’s Dream, while Ellen Coote and Matthew Turnbull prepared the 
balcony duologue from Romeo and Juliet. 

Though they did not make it into the final round, both pieces were nominated as 
judge’s picks, meaning the scenes were performed to a packed audience at the 
Seymour Centre’s York Theatre. Earlier, all participants completed a full day workshop 
with carnival director Chris Tomkinson.  This year marked the 400th anniversary of the 
death of  The Bard.

“Being able to be part of such a new and innovative 
event was very exciting and will help us develop our 
skills in performance and interpretation as students of 
Drama,” Katie Miller said.

“Shakespeare still looms so large in literature and drama so many centuries after his 
death, and the carnival was a great way of expressing the essence of his impact and 
continued relevance,” Katie said.

TAS was the only regional school to be involved in the statewide competition.

Ellen Coote, Matthew Turnbull, Hugh Worsley, Katie Miller, Kaliya 
Alldridge and George Lane attended the NSW Shakespeare 
Carnival in Sydney 

THE SKY'S THE

LIMIT

Information sessions about the elective choices 
for 2017 will be held at TAS on 11 and 12 August.
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Bright young minds solve crimes 
at Forensic Science Camp
The 19th TAS Forensic Science students attracted 100 student sleuths 
from 41 schools in Victoria, NSW, ACT, Queensland and Singapore during 
the July holidays, who immersed themselves in murder, mystery  
and mayhem.

During the camp the participants, Year 8 students with ain inquiring 
mind, worked in groups to solve fictitious felonies using a range of 
forensic techniques. They analysed ‘evidence’, identified and interviewed 
suspects, ordered medical and scientific tests and search criminal 
databases. On the final day, Memorial Hall was packed as 300 observers 
watched the teams present their committal cases to Armidale solicitor 
Mr Michael Dennis who determined if they were strong enough to go 
before a court. 

The camp is run by older students from a range of schools who have 
previously taken part. The ‘controllers’ started developing the crime 
scenarios in November, whilst a management team organised the 
logistics including recruitment, catering and organising accommodation 
on campus. They came together at a management camp in January, but 
otherwise have been corresponding by email, for almost 12 months.

“At times it was very challenging, but when you make a breakthrough 
it’s a great sense of accomplishment, especially at the end to have your 
case approved for trial,” said Alistair Le Surf, one of several TAS students 
who took part. “It was very interesting to listen to all the presentations 
hear how people had solved their crimes.”

Bienvenue to French staff at TAS
‘The French are coming’ may have been a cry 
from the British more than 200 years ago, but 
it has been a much friendlier ‘invasion’ at TAS 
this year with two additional French educators 
from other side of the world sharing their 
passion and skills with students.

Having studied languages, and worked for a 
tutoring association, Benjamin Menet, who 
comes from the small town of Bormes-les-
Mimosas in the Provence-Alpes -Côte d'Azur 
region of southeastern France, wanted to have 
a first experience in the field of education, and 
to live in an English speaking country.

“I help with correcting tasks, and having one-
to-one speaking and listening sessions with 
the boys and girls in Years 11 and 12,” said Mr 
Menet, who is living on campus and coaching 
a junior football team, he also works with 
students in all year groups, from Transition, 
assisting them with songs, cultural work and 
even French cooking.

Sarah Moser from Chicago, chose Australia 
for a practical component of her Masters in 
Education which she is completing through 
Indiana University.

During her time at TAS she co-taught junior 
secondary students and the very youngest 
boys and girls in Transition (pre-Kindergarten) 
with Junior School Extension and Enrichment 
and French teacher, Mrs Anne Hine. She also 
worked with Middle School French students.

Languages coordinator Mme Kathryn 
Tamminga said the students had gained much 
from their presence.

“One of the most enriching experiences for 
language learners is to have the opportunity 
to participate in authentic experiences with 
a native speaker, as it allows them to extend 
both their language and cultural knowledge 
first-hand,” she said. 

TAS French teachers Kathryn Tamminga (left) and 
Anne Hine (right) with visiting educators Benjamin 
Menet and Sarah Moser

TAS students at the Forensic Science Camp (from rear) Alistair (Le Surf ),  
Matthew Wark, Howard Broadbent and Thomas Wu with some of their evidence
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Netballers make debut in 
TAS strip
Some were old hands, others had never played the 
sport before – but more than 30 TAS girls were united at 
Armidale’s Lynches Road courts on 30 April as they became 
the first senior netballers to play for the school.

Proudly wearing the new blue and white strip, the 32 girls 
from Years 6-12 were all keen to get the season underway, 
watched on by a large number of parents of friends. Their 
teamwork and commitment during the term have paid off, 
with several victories under their belts.

On the last Saturday of term, the earlier completion of 
rugby fixtures against Newington College enabled a couple 
of busloads of boys and staff to support from the sidelines 
as they continued their history-making season.

TAS fielded large team at Coona

The 14 riders who made up the largest TAS 
equestrian team for many years returned 
from this year’s North West Equestrian Expo at 
Coonabarabran in early June with a swag  
of ribbons.

More than 500 riders from schools across 
the state competed over five days in a 
variety of disciplines, hosted for the 25th 
year by Coonabarabran High School. Riders 
were challenged by two days of torrential 
rain during competition which forced the 
postponement of some events to  
following days.

For TAS, competition culminated in the final 
of the A grade polocrosse in a cross-town 
battle against New England Girls’ School. 
TAS snatched the lead early before NEGS 
put points on the board to tend the match 
in a draw. The game went into golden point 
territory, with the NEGS team managing to 
grab the ball and ride their way to victory. It 
was the first time a final at the Coonabarbran 
carnival had gone to a golden point, and 
reflected the competitiveness of the TAS team, 
which comprised Sam Finlayson, Timothy 
Finlayson and Tom Hamilton. Joined by Ben 

Hamparsum, the boys were also runners-up in 
the Horseball final.

The school is grateful to the many TAS parents 
who were camped at Coonabarabran through 
some appalling weather in order to support 
the TAS team. Equestrian sports at TAS has 
long been an activity that has relied on parent 
support, and without it, there simply would 
not be a TAS team.

House debating puts confidence on show
"It takes one rogue leader to believe they are above the law but it only takes two 
to ruin humanity”. It came down to two points, out of a possible 300, separating 
Broughton House and the winner, Tyrrell House in the final of the senior school inter-
house debating competition, staged in front of the whole school during the final 
Assembly of term and adjudicated by the Headmaster.

Both teams were extremely well prepared and persuasive in their arguments 
responding to the topic ‘That the new US President should engage with rogue leaders’. 
Mr Guest said the topic was a challenging one but there was plenty of intellectual 
horsepower on both sides of the contest and it brought out the best in them.

Then in the last period of term the final of the Middle School competition was held 
in the Hoskins Centre in the presence of all of Middle School.  Having each won two 
debates in their pools, Croft House and Ross House met to debate the topic ‘That 
Australia follows America’s example too much’.

In the end, adjudicator Mr Andrew O’Connell gave the debate to Ross who argued 
against the proposition, but praised all contestants for their clarity, voice modulation 
and confidence, particularly in speaking in front of such a large audience as all of 
their Middle School peers.

Next term the focus turns to the other part of the Clemson Cup, the inter-house 
public speaking.

Broughton’s senior debaters Jacob Hunt, Nicholas Bohlsen, Ziggy 
Harris and Angus Lloyd, Captain of TAS Speakers and finals chair 
Charlton Grant, and the Tyrrell team of Liam Donaldson, Charlie 
Wyatt, Jarrod Bourke and Brough Whibley took to the stage for a very 
close final of the senior inter-house debating competition

Bonnie Bremner looks to get the ball away for TAS in a game for TAS 1 against competition  
leaders ACSC
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Musical success at 
Eisteddfod
From organ music to vocals, trombones to 
strings and drums – the musical talent at TAS 
was showcased at the month-long Armidale 
Eisteddfod with notable success for many 
groups, bands and individuals performers.

In vocal competition, TAS students took out 
three of the four New England vocal age 
championships: Jasper O'Neil (12 years and 
under), Kira Dooner (16-18 years) and Andrew 
Knight (Opens), with performances that the 
adjudicator said warranted consideration of 
professional careers.

Another individual standout performance 
was from Samuel Thatcher in Year 11, who 
won the organ solo section with a mark of 
95 for his performance of Bach’s Prelude and 
Fugue in C Minor. Sam has been learning the 
organ for only 18 months, and impressed the 
adjudicator with his hand and footwork on the 
magnificent new organ in Memorial Hall.

On Band Day, the TAS Senior and new Junior 
jazz ensembles both took out first places in 
their afternoon sections while in evening 
performances, a number of new ensembles 
made their debut, with the TAS Trombone 
Trio, TAS Pipes and Drums and TAS Drummers 
reflecting a growing interest in music at the 

school. The Trombone Trio displayed a depth 
of talent in the school’s brass program, with 
their mellow tone and blend. TAS Pipes and 
Drums were particularly exciting to watch 
as they heralded a new era at TAS with the 
vision of a true school pipe band playing at 
important events.  Comprising students from 
Years 6-12, TAS Band topped off the night, 
achieving first place in a large open section 
and winning two perpetual trophies. 

TAS was well represented at the ‘best of 
the best’ Gala Concert which wraps up the 
Eisteddfod, with Sambavan Jeyakumar and 
Joseph Alcorn performing in the Speech and 
Drama section, Andrew Knight and Jasper 

O’Neil sang their championship winning 
pieces and the TAS Band had the honour of 
closing the show.

There has been a resurgence in Music at 
TAS and in vocals alone there are now seven 
ensembles including junior choirs, all male and 
all female vocal groups, and the Chapel Choir 
which also includes community members. 
Director of Music Ms Leanne Roobol said 
the growth was also a tribute to the work of 
more than a dozen peripatetic teachers and 
ensemble directors.

Some of the TAS Big Band which took out two 
perpetual awards at the Armidale Eisteddfod

Kira Dooner, Jasper O’Neil and Andrew Knight won their respective New England Vocal championships at  
The Armidale Eisteddfod

Bagpipes wanted

To Old Boys and friends of the school who may have some 
Scottish blood running through their veins:  would you like 
new life breathed into your blowpipe? Cheery for your chanter 
to have the chance of a re-charge? Delighted that your drones 
could be dragged out of redundancy? With the founding of 

TAS Pipes and Drums, the School would be thrilled to receive 
the gift of any used pipes in good working order (or donations 
towards purchasing new ones)� Please contact Ms Cressida 
Mort at cmort@as�edu�au in the first instance�
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Sam off to All Schools Cross 
Country
Sam Jones (Year 7) will represent Combined 
Independent Schools at the NSW All Schools 
cross country championships next month 
after finishing 10th in the 14 years age group 
at the CIS titles in June. At CIS, held at Eastern 
Creek Raceway in Sydney, Sam powered 
along a 4km course sticking with the lead 
runners, and crossing the finish line in a time 
of 14.24 minutes. He was one of nine TAS 
students in the North Coast Independent 
Schools’ team, which had been selected at 
the NCIS titles at Ballina on 19 May.

Shooters on target after Spring Ridge shoot
Three young rifle shooters are on target for inter-school competition 
following success at a New England District Rifle Association open prize 
shoot on 15 May.

Cameron Holcombe, Sam Cannington and Tom Southwell all came 
home with prizes from the competition, conducted at 500 and 600 
yards and organised and hosted by the Spring Ridge Rifle Club.

Sam Cannington came second overall in B grade, with a score of 146.15 
out of a possible 150 with 15 bullseyes, and was just two points behind 
the winner. Tom placed first in C grade with a score of 143.12 out of 150 
with 12 bullseyes, whilst  Cameron was consistent winning the 500 yard 
range shoot and finishing just off the podium with a score of 138.9. 

“For the past term we have been building on our scores and disciplines 
and are looking at building that further in the lead up to the AAGPS 
shooting championships in mid-July,” said Cameron, the school’s 
shooting captain.

 TAS Firsts undefeated so far
At the end of the term, halfway through the GPS rugby season, 
the TAS First XV retains top spot in the GPS Third Grade rugby 
competition, following a 25-0 win over Newington College Third 
XV at TAS on 18 June.

At the time of going to press, TAS was sitting outright leader, 
following wins against Sydney Grammar Firsts, and the Third XVs 
from King’s, Scots, and St Ignatius Riverview. 

Undefeated during the official season (having lost to Kinross 
Wolaroi School in a pre-season fixture), the team’s win over 
Newington was also an emotional final game as coach for 
teacher, Abbott Head of House and Old Boy Mr Alexander Smith 
who departed TAS at the end of the term for a new job as Director 
of Boarding at The Hamilton and Alexandra College, Victoria.

“Twelve of the boys I coached in the fifteens and sixteens and 
most of them I had last year and toured to New Zealand, so it was 
pretty special day on the paddock,” he said.

The final home game for TAS will be on Old Boys’  Weekend, 23 
July against Shore, before away games in Sydney against Sydney 
Boys’ High and St Joseph’s College, to round out the competition.

Goalkeepers  selected into hockey rep teams
Two TAS hockey goalkeepers have received representative jerseys in 
recent months following outstanding performances at school and state 
championships.

At the under18 Mens’ State titles in Bathurst in late April, Will Brissett 
and TAS schoolmates Jonathon Chamberlain, Rob Hann, Sam Wright 
and Sterling George represented New England in Division 2, narrowly 
missing out on a place in the finals to the eventual Division 2 winners, 
Canberra.

This competition was the final opportunity to impress selectors, who 
selected Will to play as goalkeeper for the NSW Blues at the under 18 
Australian championships in Launceston, Tasmania, in the July school 
holidays. The championships will be played over 10 days, with teams 
from all States and the two Territories competing. 

Meanwhile Sterling George’s performance in the nets at the Combined 
Independent Schools trials on 25 May was enough to snare him the 
goalkeeper’s spot in the CIS team which played Combined Catholic 
Schools and Combined High Schools in June. Sterling, Will, Jonathon 
and Sam made up a third of the combined GPS/CAS (Great Public 
Schools/Combined Associated Schools) team that took to the oval at 
the CIS trails, Moorebank in Sydney.

Coached by TAS ‘gap’ student Piers Beesley, who has played in the Swiss 
national competition, the combined team comprised of boys from 
Year 7-12 from TAS, Newington College, The King’s School, St Joseph’s 
College, Barker College and Knox Grammar School. 

Will and Sam were named in the shadow squad.

Tom Southwell, Cameron Holcombe and Sam Cannington shot with success at the 
New England District Rifle Association’s open prize shoot at Spring Ridge on 15 May

TAS hockey goalkeepers Will Brissett and Sterling George have been selected for 
hockey representative duties in coming months�
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Sam Danke finds air in the senior basketball

TAS, Farrer share sporting shields
The spoils were shared between TAS and Farrer 
Memorial Agricultural High School when they 
met for competition in six sports at TAS on 
Thursday 10 June, with the hosts taking out 
the coveted First XV Challenge Shield but 
Farrer reclaiming the Dick Hodgson Shield for 
overall competition.

Played in the rain and wind under lights at 
Doody Park’s number one oval, the Firsts’ rugby 
clash was the final competition of the day, 
with TAS coming out victors 27-0 in conditions 
similar to ones in which they defeated St 
Ignatius College Riverview 17-10 in the GPS 
competition the weekend before. 

TAS also took out the Second XV match 31-5, 
however the visitors claimed majority of the 
other rugby games, winning the Thirds, 16As, 
15Bs, 14Bs and 13As, with TAS up in the 15As, 
14As and a 17-17 draw in the 16Bs.

On an adjacent oval, the footballers were 
battling it out, and the TAS First XI elevated 
their efforts in the second half, taking the score 
to 7-0 at full time. TAS 16s won their game 4-3, 
whilst Farrer was too strong in both the 14s 
(3-0) and 13s (2-1).

Before the rain, TAS won the only hockey game, 
but went down to Farrer in both junior and 
senior tennis. Both basketball games went to 
the visitors – the senior team only narrowly, 
the junior team considerably – while the hosts 
were better on the boards, winning the chess 
competition 7-1.

At the end of the day, Farrer reclaimed the Dick 
Hodgson Shield, 10 points to 9.

“Both schools look forward to this fixture 
which has been going since 2011 – so many 
of the boys now in Year 12 played in the first 
competition, when they were in Year 7,”  TAS 
Director of Co-curricular Will Caldwell said.

Ben Hall holds the Dick Hodgson Shield won by Farrer, 
and Joseph Kingham, the First XV Challenge Shield 
won by TAS

Rugby games reclaim  
inter-school shield for TAS
Wins in eight of nine rugby 
games against Sydney Boys’ 
High saw TAS reclaim the 
Hannon and Harris Cup for 
competition in several sports� 

At TAS on 6-7 May High won 
the tennis and basketball on 
Friday night, whilst on Saturday 
the shooting was a draw and 
a senior football match was 
won by TAS� The hosts also won 

the majority of rugby relays, 
where four runners from each 
age group ran the length of the 
school’s main rugby field and a 
football passed to the  
next runner�

The two schools faced each 
other in nine rugby matches 
from 13s to Opens, with TAS 
only conceding one� 

Toby Markerink managers to cross the line just ahead of his High competitor in the 
rugby relays at TAS on 7 May�
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Mateship an enduring legacy of ANZAC,  
Captain Fussell reflects
While there are significant differences between the diggers of Gallipoli and the modern day 
soldier, both carried with them the quality of mateship that can triumph so much, Captain Dan 
Fussell told those attending this year’s school Anzac Service on 28 April.

Captain Fussell, 2IC of the Army Adventurous Training Wing and TAS Old Boy (98-02), said the 
Anzac legend was possibly as strong as it was because the legacy of courage, initiative, teamwork 
and respect was borne out of what was really a great military failure.

“Despite the failings, they thrived in the face of adversity - not a bad definition for courage. They 
were able to do a lot with a little, and their teamwork – or more acutely mateship – speaks for itself.”

Recalling a situation where he, by coincidence, found himself in an attack in Afghanistan 
alongside two friends from TAS, Captain Fussell then reflected on the inscription on the 
headstone of another mate killed in active service that he said summed up so much:  "No greater 
love hath a man than to lay down his life for his friend’s. Regardless of the war, the political reasons 
for fighting or the generation, this for me is the legacy of the Anzac.”

These days, Anzac Day was remembering more than just the original members of the ANZAC, but 
veterans from all wars and peace-keeping operations alike.

“We recognise the near three thousand female nurses that supported our diggers in World War 
One and remember the twenty one of them that also lost their lives during the war; and today 
we can be proud that men and women stand side by side on the front line in Afghanistan, equal 
opportunity and equal responsibility,” he said.

“I say to you, the beneficiaries of Anzac, as you walk into Memorial Hall and see the names of 
those that have served, those that are still serving, and those that gave their all, think about the 
values that allowed ordinary men and women to do extraordinary things and consider who you 
are, where you have come from, and the values that will carry you to do great things, to build 
upon the foundation that was laid for us by the Anzacs.”

During the service, Senior Prefect Ben Moffatt read the names of 103 Old Boys and staff who gave 
their lives in battle -  amongst them, Captain Fussell’s brother Lt Michael Fussell who was killed 
in Afghanistan in 2008, and in whose memory Captain Fussell and his parents unveiled a plaque 
beneath one of a line of trees propogated from the Gallipoli Lone Pine.

Cadet Jacob Fernandez was a member of the 
ceremonial guard that provided the catafalque 
party at the service

SUO Jacob Faint lead the TAS ceremonial guard at 
local services

Captain Dan Fussell and his parents Madeline and Ken unveiled a plaque honouring his late brother Lt Michael Fussell under a Lone Pine tree at TAS after the Anzac Service
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Varied exchanges, shared outcomes
From former castles in Germany and Denmark to a game park in Africa: 
the experiences of three Year 10 students on international exchange this 
year have been as varied as they were similar by enriching them with 
opportunities to be taken our of their comfort zones and challenged.

Hunter Hine, who spent the first part of his school year in Germany, said 
he was “blown away” on first seeing Salem School, a former castle.

“Friends, parties and independence, all played a major part of what 
made my time there the best it could have have been and a life-
changing experience. Visiting one of the first concentration camps to 
be built was incredibly powerful and will stay in mind forever. To have 
eight weeks away from my family and friends and to say goodbye to my 
friends in Germany was very difficult – but all these experiences have 
built my character, my attitude and most of all created friendships from 
all over the world,” he said.

Tom Hyatt immersed himself in life at Herlufsholm School Denmark 
(founded 1565), reciprocating a stay at TAS by Herlufsholm student 
Jonas Sogard in Term 1. 

Meanwhile the other side of the world, Hugh Stonier was having an 
“awesome” time at Woodridge College, Port Elizabeth, South Africa.

“After two days settling into the school – there were monkeys 
everywhere  - the whole of Year 10 travelled to the coast for a three-day 
beach hike, where we participated in a variety of activities including a 
27km hike on the soft sand of the beaches of South Africa and camping 

out in the wilderness. This camp was run by the Year 12s without the aid 
of any of the teachers, and proved to be a great way to connect with all 
the students,” Hugh said.  

“Weekends out with mates would consist of going to iconic beaches 
such as J Bay (Jeffreys Bay) or going to safari parks to see the ‘big five’ - 
the lion, buffalo, leopard, and white and black rhino. Through out the 
exchange I was pushed passed my comfort zone and I will never forget 
the amazing experiences I had.” 

So far this year, TAS has hosted five Round Square exchange students, 
from Glenlyon Norfolk School Canada, Birklehof School Germany, 
Herlufsholm School Denmark, Salem School, Germany and The 
Woodstock School, India.

Internationalism is one of the five IDEALS or pillars of Round Square, a 
global organisation of more than 180 schools with similar values.

Conference explores big ideas
‘Life on the edge’ was a fitting theme for the Young Round Square Conference 
hosted by Scotch College Perth during the May holidays, with five Year 7 students 
and two staff being challenged and inspired by the program.

Woven into every aspect of the conference, the theme explored big issues such 
as environmental sustainability, exploration, adventure (and misadventure), and 
marginalisation in society. Day activities included helping feed the homeless at 
Tranby Homeless Shelter and St Vincent de Paul, a workshop on the history of kites, 
surf-boarding riding lessons and wheelchair basketball, rock climbing and tree 
planting, whilst in the evenings, students heard remarkable stories from key speakers.

These included astronomer Professor Peter Quinn who provided insight into 
what is at the edge of the universe; former Afghan refugee Akdram Azimi gave a 
gripping account about life in the hands of a people smuggler and offered a very 
different perspective on asylum seekers, and shark attack survivor Sean Pollard 
who lost sections of both arms whilst surfing off the coast of Perth 18 months ago.

“All of the speakers lived the theme of Life on the Edge and it was fascinating to 
hear their stories,” Hannah Neilsen said. “But the fun didn’t stop at the conference, 
and afterwards we were joined by students from Radford School in Canberra with 
tour guides from Urban Indigenous, learning about Aboriginal culture, seeing the 
Pinnacles in Nambung National Park, sand boarding the Lanselin Dunes, snorkeling, 
riding segways and bikes around Rottnest Island, not to mention taking selfies with 
the seriously cute quokkas. It was an amazing experience, and we were all very 
grateful for the opportunity.”

Tom Hyatt (front), Hugh Stonier and Hunter Hine enjoyed Round Square school 
exchanges earlier this year

newsROUND SQUARE

Teachers Mr Kirsty Brunsdon and Mr Todd Currell (at back) with 
students Nick O’Neil, Henry Mitchell, Eliza Ward, Harry Litchfield and 
Hannah Neilsen at The Pinnacles in Nambung National Park
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Students pull up their socks for mental health
When the First XVs from TAS and Sydney Grammar met in the first round 
of the AAGPS Third Grade rugby competition in May, each was playing 
for victory, but also kicking goals for mental health.

The two schools share an association with Batyr, an organisation that 
focuses on preventative education in the area of youth mental health 
- and as part of Batyr’s One Sock One Goal campaign, players on both 
teams wore a polka-dot sock to express that it’s OK to talk about the 
tough issues.

Indeed, so committed to the campaign is TAS that all its students pulled 
up a special Batyr sock, whether they were playing rugby, hockey, 
football or netball.

In the two days prior to the weekend’s fixtures, a team from Batyr 
returned to the school for wellbeing sessions with senior secondary 
students and held a parent forum focussing on managing student 
mental health. The visit follows a successful staff personal development 
session with Batyr staff last term and a forum with Year 10-12 students 
in 2015.

“Adolescence is a particularly challenging time for the mental health 
of young people as they deal with issues such as self identity and the 
expectations placed on them by themselves and others,”  TAS Director of 
Pastoral Care Mr Barney Buntine said.

“We see it as a natural part of our role to help our students through 
these issues and help give our parents tools and the resources available 
that can help equip them to support their sons and daughters.”

National Reconciliation Week
TAS students were honoured to have significant roles in events staged 
by the Australian Indigenous Education Foundation and the Yalari 
Foundation to coincide with National Reconciliation Week. At the 
launch of the AIEF’s 2015 Annual Report, TAS boys Joshua McCormick 
and Dennis Pitt delivered the Acknowledgement of Country. Dennis 
and Josh were among 50 guests including students, alumni and 
representatives of schools, business and government who gathered at 
the Sydney office of AIEF Corporate Partner KPMG.  

A  few days later, Samuel Jackson-Bolton co-compered the Yalari 
Foundation's Sydney Dinner, with a student from Canberra Girls' 
Grammar. Thanks to AIEF and Yalari for helping us break down the 
barriers for indigenous Australians. 

Meanwhile at home the six-year old Minimbah program, whereby 
senior students give up their Tuesday lunchtime to read and play with 
students at Minimbah Aboriginal Primary School, was acknowledged 
in the local media.

Top left: Dennis Pitt and Joshua McCormick at the AIEF launch 
Bottom left: Yalari: Samuel Jackson-Bolton co-compered the Yalari dinner

The TAS and Sydney Grammar Firsts, and ball boys from the 14s, used the fixture 
to show their support for Batyr’s One Sock One Goal campaign initiative to raise 
awareness for mental health

Netballers Elli McRae, Jessie Digby, Madeline Dennis, Chloe Morgan, Emily 
Blackbourne and Madi Alldridge show off their Batyr socks
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newsJUNIOR SCHOOL

Germs light up STEM day at TAS
Germs and pests took on a whole new light in Junior School when 
extension and enrichment students welcomed a visit in June from 
molecular biologist Dr Gal Winter-Ziv and Mrs Jenny Druitt from CSIRO's 
Scientists and Mathematicians in Schools program. 

Students prepared their own slides to examine under the microscope 
and by the end of the session they were adept at using scientific 
terms such as: hyphes, specimens, petri dishes, microorganisms, slides, 
microbes, viruses, organisms and magnification. 

“We put a drop of blue dye on a glass slide and then got some sticky 
tape and gently put against some mould and then put that on the slide 
and slid it under the microscope. Then we drew a picture of what we 
saw,” said Esther Lindeman, Year 5.

“I really liked seeing the different moulds and germs and the shapes they 
made – some were hairy and others were like flowers. It was really fun.” 

The scientists nurtured students' curiosity and helped them develop skills 
for research – all part of an ongoing STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering 
and Mathematics) partnership between TAS and the CSIRO program.

Another step towards IB
Junior School’s move towards full accreditation as an International 
Baccalaureate Primary Years Programme school progressed a step 
closer this term with an visit from PYP Consultant Ms Nicole Jaggers. Ms 
Jaggers has extensive experience as an IB PYP team leader, consulting 
with and authorising schools in the IB organisation.

Head of Junior School Mr Ian Lloyd said Ms Jaggers’ knowledge, 
expertise and perspective has been very beneficial to Junior School staff 
as it embraces the teaching philosophy of the IB PYP.

“Her strong recommendation to the IB organisation for us to pursue 
verification this year, underlines the thorough and effective work carried 
out by our teaching staff. Lead by Mrs Veronica Waters, our teachers 
have seen this opportunity as a real challenge and they are all to be 
commended for their fantastic effort in this outstanding achievement,” 
Mr Lloyd said.

“I have no doubt that the elements of international mindedness 
and inquiry based learning evident at TAS create an engaging and 
stimulating program for all our learners.”

Kindergarten students Lucy Taylor, Sophie Brett, Edwina Newton, Evelyn Junge and 
Minnie Chick try on vintage hats as part of learning how family history enables the 
celebration of identity

Lennox Neilson watches William Gilpin inspect his germs, while in the background 
Harry Pennington and Henry Kirton also improve their science skills
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Cross Country across Junior School
Long distance running is not for the feint hearted; it is an activity for which one is adequately equipped or not! This year’s Junior School cross 
country included Transition students for the first time which added a new dimension to the event� Just as there were many strong individual 
runners who gained great satisfaction with their performances, it was no less rewarding for the school’s littlest students, who made it a group 
activity that they all enjoyed� A number of competitive runners qualified for the PSSA and NCIS championships, and did themselves and  
Junior School, proud�
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Learning about Round Square 
The philosophies of Round Square are being more 
rigorously introduced to students in Junior School, at 
the same time the global organisation is expanding 
its opportunities for primary children. 

A worldwide network of 160 schools in 40 countries 
belong to the Round Square organisation, which 
focuses on six IDEALS (Internationalism, Democracy, 
Environment, Adventure, Leadership and Service), each 
of which has been explored by students this term.

Activities Day this term focused on Internationalism. 
Transition students wore the national costumes of 
other countries, whilst Years 3-5 heard UNE overseas 
students from China, the Philippines, Zambia and 
India tell stories about their home countries. 

Personal Development lessons in Years 3, 4 and 5 
have focused on leadership, with students discussing 
what makes a good leader – something timely with 
the election of students for leadership positions in 
the SRC (Toby Inglis, Lachlan Costello, Jasper O’Neil, 
Jasper Russ, Flynn Broadfoot and Lachlan Hunt). These 
students will encourage their peers to contribute to 
the Round Square Ideals, including service projects 
such as Operation Christmas Child, organise service 
opportunities such as visits to retirement homes and 
also promote environmental sustainability through 
the Junior School vegetable garden and  
recycling program.

Meanwhile it is exciting that a delegation from 
Junior School will attend the 2016 Round Square 
Conference for 10 to 12 year olds to be hosted 
by Epsom College, a British school in Malaysia, in 
November. (Our Round Square region includes 
schools in Australia, New Zealand, Bali, Malaysia, 
Hong Kong, China, Indonesia, Japan, Mongolia, 
Singapore, South Korea, Thailand and Vietnam.) The 
theme of the conference is Challenge by Choice and 
promises a wonderful experiential program for  
all involved.

Out and About during Excursion Week
Students across Junior School embraced challenges beyond the classroom during 
Excursion Week this year. Transition, Kindergarten and Year 1 had various outings in 
the district, Year 2 visited Saumarez Homestead, Years 3 and 4 were at Lake Keepit 
Sport and Recreation Centre and Myuna Bay was the destination for Year 5.

Getting into the spirit of international day were Transition 
students Andrian Zhang (wearing a Chinese New Year costume, 
Layla Abu Asab wearing the traditional dress of Silwan, a 
Palestinian neighbourhood on the outskirts of Jerusalem, and 
Staten Dowse in a suit of German lederhosen

During Excursion Week, Transition-Year 2 entertained their mums or significant friends for a 
Special Ladies Afternoon ahead of Mothers Day� After a picnic lunch, everyone was split into four 
groups and rotated through games� Everyone had loads of fun

Myuna Bay always delivers for our Year 5 students who enjoy a range of water activities and 
ecosystem discovery

Mud, glorious mud! Year 3 & 4 students just loved their adventure course at Lake Keepit during 
Excursion Week

da Vinci Decathlon
Once again TAS sent a Year 5 and Year 6 team to Knox Grammar School’s da Vinci 
Decathlon academic challenge, and what an invigorating day it was. Knox’s Pipe 
Band piped in 1000 competitors into the Great Hall and the air was buzzing with 
excitement as the students arranged their tools (including calculators, magnifying 
glasses and chess sets) on their tables. All students thoroughly enjoyed the ten 
competitive components of the Decathlon, and will be all the more prepared for 
next year.
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Annual Giving 2016
One great future. Let's build it together.

Every year the TAS Foundation sends out its Annual Giving Appeal to those members of the school community who may be able to support projects 
that enable the school to grow and develop. The end of the 2015-16 financial year may have past, but it’s not too late to give a tax deductible 
donation that will make a very real difference to TAS.

This year there are six projects in the Annual Giving campaign:

newsFOUNDATION

Upgrading the entrance of the Sports Centre is one of this year’s TAS Foundation projects

Building Trust
The TAS campus is a source of pride and inspiration for all who live and 
work at the school or for those Old Boys who return and can see the 
transformation that has occurred at their old school. Maintaining the 
heritage buildings, investing in the magnificent gardens and honouring 
the continued need for improvement means we ask this year for gifts to 
our Building Trust to assist us in these commitments.

Scholarship Fund
The allocation of scholarships and means-tested bursaries assists over 
70 families at the school and there is always a desire for the Foundation 
to give more. Gifts to this fund provide an education for life to students 
who would otherwise be unable to come to TAS. It is crucial to the 
success of the school that this Scholarship Fund is deep enough to 
continue to support our community.

Drought Relief Bursaries
The invaluable bursary assistance given by the Foundation to rural 
families in need of relief from the drought that still affects so many in 
our region, is sourced from donations given to this fund. This fund can 
provide welcome assistance to those who struggle at times and need 
help to keep their children at the school.

Indigenous Student Support Fund

The ISSF is the Foundation’s dedicated fund available to indigenous 
students so they can access the full breadth of co-curricular 
opportunities available at TAS. Application for assistance from the ISSF 
is made by families and assessed by an independent panel to ensure it 
meets with the objectives of the fund.

Jim Graham Scholarship
Again this year we are asking for assistance to continue building the 
corpus of funds that enable us to award the Jim Graham Scholarship. 
In Jim’s 43 years at the school, he was a passionate believer in the 
humanities, the arts and the values of Round Square. This scholarship is 
awarded to a student who best exemplifies these same beliefs.

Sports Centre Foyer Improvement Fund
The TAS Sports Centre is one of the most used areas of the school 
and the foyer is looking tired and in need of some attention. With 
the enthusiastic support of our staff, we would like to make some 
permanent improvements to the foyer to better reflect the sporting 
achievements of our Old Boys and current students, and to inject 
the pride we all feel for TAS into the very fabric of one of the busiest 
locations at TAS. All donations to this fund are gratefully received for this 
short term, immediate project.

To make your donation, please visit www.as.edu.au/community/foundation/annualgiving/ or call Director of Development 
Ms Cressida Mort on  (02) 6776 5800 or email cmort@as.edu.au
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Obituaries
The community of Karratha, WA, was made 
all the poorer with the death on 22 February 
of Richard John Trevitt (50-54)� Born in 
1938 and educated at TAS (as was his brother 
Simon (54-58), whilst sister Robin went to 
NEGS), he finished the final year of schooling 
at age 16� Too young to study veterinary 
science in Sydney (although getting the 
marks to do so), he stayed in Uralla and aged 
23 married Juanita Blomfield, with whom he 
had three children, and ran a piggery� After 
business misfortune, he left for Sydney and 
in 1974 moved on his own to Karratha, where 
he would have a considerable presence 
for the next 42 years, working as a roof 
builder� He loved the Pilbara with its red 
dirt and interesting characters, and while 
dutifully visiting his family back east every 
year, couldn’t wait to return� His funeral 
on 5 March was attended by family and 
friends who travelled as far as Melbourne 
and Black Mountain� Our sympathies to his 
family, including his daughter Annette who 
informed us of the sad news�

John Greenwood (45-50), who passed away 
on 29 February,  was one of the many sons of 
CSR families to be educated at TAS, arriving 
from Lautoka Mill, Fiji, in the last months of 
the Pacific war� An all-rounder, he finished 
as a monitor and Captain of White House, 
also receiving the Merit Award� Upon leaving 
school, he joined the 'family firm' and was 
one of the early CSR cadets to attend UNSW, 
from where he graduated in 1958 with a BSc, 
majoring in Industrial Chemistry, thereby 
also becoming TAS' first UNSW graduate� 
His early career was in the company's sugar 
mills; he later moved to the new subsidiary, 
CSR Chemicals, at Rhodes, firstly in the 
technical area and later in senior personnel 
and management roles� After the sale of 
that company to ICI, John joined a Sydney 
firm of recruitment consultants, from where 
he retired some years ago� We extend our 
sympathy to his widow Betty and their family�  
Thanks to Rob Busby for this information�

Regular readers of Old Boys Notes will be 
saddened to learn of the death of Michael 
Ewing (60-65) on 15 May� As reported in 
Binghi 170, Michael had not long retired from 
Univerity College, London where his long 
career had culminated in his appointment 
as Professor, having also served terms as 
deputy head of the Chemistry Department, 

Vice Dean of the Mathematical and Physical 
Sciences faculty and the college’s Dean 
of Students (Academic)� He is survived by 
his wife Jean, son James and his family� 
Condolences to his family on the loss of an 
outstanding educator�

Bits 'n' Pieces
1960s
Professor ‘Snow’ Barlow (57-62) has been 
in the news lately advocating the need for 
farmers to adapt to climate change� The 
University of Melbourne climate researcher 
said the likelihood of reduced flows into the 
Murray-Darling Basin will likely result in lower 
irrigation allocations, with the Basin already 
registering an average increase of between 
1�3-1�4 degrees Celsius� "We're going to see 
more warmth and more warmth will change 
the seasonality of our crops, things will come 
up earlier," he told ABC Rural recently� “It does 
also mean that stone fruits need to watch 
that they are getting the chilling they require 
to flower uniformly� People are going to have 
to be more efficient with their water, they 
might have to change the way they do things 
to get even more out of the water than they 
currently do� "It's a message about knowing 
what's coming and it's about getting started�"

After more than 15 years selling what many 
consider to be the best fish and chips on 
the Sunshine Coast, Sandy Wood-Meredith 
(66-69) has sold his Mooloolaba seafood 
business, Fisheries on the Spit� According 
to an article in the Sunshine Coast Daily 
earlier this year, what he will miss most is 
“watching wide-eyed children looking into 
the live mud crab tank as they munch on free 
watermelon”� A constant advocate for better 
parking and transport in the area, Sandy said 
he would continue his passion for prawn 
trawling and is hoping to later in the year 
return to the Gulf of Carpentaria where he 
started his working life in 1970� After more 
than 80 trips to China, he has a “basic grasp 
of Mandarin” and hopes to work on a boat-
building project with a Chinese shipyard� He 
will also finish a book that details his fishing 
exploits from years spent fishing all around 
Australia, some of which have been shared 
on his Facebook page with 5000 followers!

1970s
Nice to hear news of Zohrab brothers� Gary 
(71-76) is into his 28th year working for 
TAFE on the North Coast, and is currently 
head teacher of Agriculture, Meat & Food 
Processing at the Wollongbar campus with 
responsibility for the Richmond and Tweed 
Valleys� He has moved down the Clarence 

River from Grafton to the idyllic Iluka; “all 
part of the retirement plan”, he writes� He 
relates that Roger (72-77) is a Chaplain at 
Newcastle’s John Hunter Hospital and is soon 
off to England for a few weeks in a different 
pastoral role, as Chaplain of the Newcastle 
Cathedral Choir� Meanwhile Tony (69-73) 
is the Director – Market Access for the New 
Zealand Food Authority�

1980s
The profile of male breast cancer and the 
facilities at the Armidale Hospital’s Oncology 
Unit have both been given a huge boost due 
to the efforts of Rhod Carmichael (80-83), his 
family and friends� Back in late April, Rhod’s 
son Sam (Year 12) offered to have his head 
shaved in the hope of raising $2000 for the 
cancer unit� However the campaign took on 
a life of its own, and with many old school 
friends, work mates, Sam’s classmates and the 
region’s media getting behind the cause, the 
fundraising effort just took off� By the night of 
Sam’s shave at Armidale’s Grand Hotel on 17 
June – where young auctioneer Will Claridge 
(07-15) extracted bids from the packed crowd 
for all sorts of donated goods and services – 
more than $14,000 had been pledged� The 
other good news is that Rhod’s condition, 
while debilitating, is not terminal� Rhod’s 
bravery and courage has helped shine a light 
on a little-known disease, and we all offer our 
best wishes for a speedy and full recovery�

2010s
Nick das Neves-Jones (99-10) has been 
named in the training squad for the NRC 
team UC Vikings, the NRC team of the ACT 
Brumbies�  Nick, who plays flanker/No� 8 
with the Uni-Norths Owls Club, is part of the 
34-man training squad made up of players 
from the John I Dent Cup competition� 
When not playing rugby, Nick is studying 
Exercise Science and Sports Coaching at the 
University of Canberra and working part time 
as a Life Guard in a pool complex�

Sam Doyle (06-14) was honoured to be 
alongside Australian High Commissioner 
and former Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Alexander Downer as an official Australian 
representative at Commonwealth Day 
Observance Ceremony in Westminster Abbey 
in London, earlier this year� Nominated by 
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Member for Northern Tablelands Adam 
Marshall (son of Geoffrey Marshall 71-
77), Sam, currently a law student at the 
University of New England, was selected 
by the Commonwealth Parliamentary 
Association to attend the annual event�

“I met Prince Andrew briefly, and also 
addressed the association delegates at a 
function in the Atlee Suite in the House of 
Parliament, expressing my thoughts on the 
benefits of the Commonwealth and the 
Constitutional Monarchy system,” Sam said�

This ‘n’ That
For the second time, TAS Old Boys in South 
Australia were hosted to a reunion dinner 
by Brad Fenner (Staff 97-98) and his wife 
Barbara at St Jacques, the elegant Adelaide 
residence of the Headmaster of Prince Alfred 
College� Old Boys of the late 1990s will 
remember Brad and Barbara as newlyweds 
when Brad joined the TAS staff as Deputy 
Headmaster� Those present spanned six 
decades of TAS life� Rick Nicholls (56-60) 
and Rosemary made the trip from their 
home on Kangaroo Island where they are 
retired near Kingscote, after Rick’s career 
with the Dept of Foreign Affairs� Rolf Prager 
(47-50) was accompanied by his wife 
Margaret; Rolf competed his secondary 
studies at North Sydney Boys' before 
proceeding to University, taking his PhD and 
pursuing an academic career in Chemistry� 
Fr Peter Bramsen (56-57) completed his 
schooling at Ballarat Grammar and has been 

a long-time southerner, living in Adelaide, 
Naracoorte, and more recently Nichols Point 
near Mildura, from where he and his wife 
Gill made the trip� Peter is parish priest and 
Regional Dean in the Parish of St Alban the 
Martyr, Mildura, within the Anglican Catholic 
Church in Australia� 

Legal Counsel for Adelaide Brighton and 
new father Julian Grenfell (82-87)  was 
released from parental duties for the 
evening�  First-timers at an Adelaide function 
were paramedic Dallas Sadler (90-91) 
and GM - Geology for Mithril Resources 
James McKinnon-Matthews (81-86) and 
wife Andrea� Apologies were received from 
Angus Kennedy (56) and from Doug Seton 
(42-44) and Mara, following a fall that 
unfortunately landed Doug in hospital� We 
wish him a speedy recovery� Well done to 
Rob Busby for making the event a reality�

Rev Fr Don Cowan (Staff 60-63, 69-72) 
recently paid Sydney another visit from 
Auckland, where, now aged 80, he is in 
active retirement� A small group of Old Boys, 
all of whom had once been his charges in 
Dangar House, joined Don for lunch at the 
Lord Nelson Hotel at The Rocks on 15 April, 
some travelling from interstate to do so� 
Pictured below are (l-r) Geoff 'Gus' Hall 
(61-69), Fr Don, Charlie Linsell (59-68), 
Malcolm Duff (60-67), Rob Busby (63-68), 
Peter St Vincent Welch (60-65) and Pat 
Irwin (60-64); absent when the shutter 
clicked was John McIntyre (62-67)� Many 
old stories were revived, but perhaps the 
most interesting were those told by Don 
of his life in ministry since leaving TAS, in 
such places as India, Vietnam, Cambodia 
and most recently New Zealand� This was 
the second such gathering, following the 
occasion in 2013 when, 50 years (to the day, 
coincidentally) since Don concluded his 
stewardship of Dangar House, a small group 
of his former charges took him to lunch� He 
then made a 'guest' appearance at last year's 
Parliament House Farewell Lunch for George 
Souris� Don's email - he would welcome a 
call from any OB travelling to Auckland – is 
doncowan1960@gmail�com

Seven Little Australians revisited
Back in 1978 Peter Gray (74-79) starred 
in the Jim Graham/David Reeves musical 
production Seven Little Australians, which 
was staged at TAS and the Seymour Centre 
in Sydney� Thirty eight years later, and with a 
lot of water under the bridge Peter has now 
found himself directing and performing in 
David Reeves’ expanded version of the same 
musical� “This time however the role of 16 
year old Pip for some reason precludes me 
so I have taken on the role of the stern father 
Captain Woolcot, originally played by Geoff 
Perry,” Peter writes� “It is now a large scale 
musical and with 31cast members and a live 
orchestra playing David’s wonderful score it 
certainly has been a challenge to produce�”  
The show opens on 15 July and runs until 31 
July at the Tweed Heads Civic Centre on the 
Gold Coast� “It would be wonderful to have 
any Old Boys, and previous cast or crew able 
to see the production and I’d welcome any 
contact at sevlitaus@yahoo�com�au”�

On another note, Peter said he was delighted 
to stay with David Toppin (64-66, Staff 72-
76, 80-01) and his wife Helen in Melbourne 
in September 2015 when Peter’s Gold Coast 
based chorus Sound Connection competed 
and won the Australian Barbershop 
Harmony title from a field of 17 choruses�  
“The win means Sound Connection will 
represent Australia at the World titles in Las 
Vegas in July 2017� If any interested Gold 
Coast or Brisbane based OBs are interested 
to join us (11 of our members are from 
Brisbane) then I’d love to hear from them – 
just visit the website www�soundconnection�
com�au,” said Peter, who can be contacted at 
the above email address� As for the Toppins? 
They have since moved back to Armidale, 
and David will be the guest speaker at this 
year’s Old Boys’ Union Dinner on 23 July�

Taylor additions
It would appear the list of descendants 
of the pioneering Taylor family 
currently at TAS that appeared in 
Binghi 172 was not complete� Current 
students Jack Boydell (Year 12) and 
Edward Boydell (Year 7), the sons of 
Justin Boydell (81-84) are the great 
grandsons of George Lind Taylor 
(1907-11) – their mother Jane, being 
a maternal granddaughter of GLT� The 
family tree keeps growing�
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At least three Old Boys were honoured in this year Queen's Birthday Honours List: 
George Souris (61-67), former NSW MP, was made a Member of the Order of 
Australia (AM) for significant service to the people and Parliament of New South Wales 
and to the community of the Upper Hunter; former Wallaby Greg Cornelsen (63-70) 
received a Medal of the Order of Australia (OAM) for service to rugby union and to 
charitable organisations, while Scott Harris (90-97), son of Grant (65-70 and Staff 
79-13) was awarded a Commendation for Distinguished Service, for distinguished 
performance of duties in warlike operations over six rotations to the Middle East 
Region on Operation Slipper during the period 2005 to 2012� The Northern Daily 
Leader newspaper paid tribute to Greg Cornelsen with a full page article and a unique 
photograph of two Wallabies on the hop together, taken in 1981 by then-Leader 
photographer Shane Chillingworth� As Ann Newling wrote: 

‘Cornelsen was about to embark on his fifth Wallabies tour but before then The Leader 
tracked him down to ground and reporter Ned Makim found a cute tale� A little wallaby 
called Ike had taken to keeping pace with the burly rugby player as he prepared for more 
than three months’ football in the British Isles ahead of a scheduled 24 rugby games and 
four Tests� Every afternoon, we were told, the pet joined Greg in a sprint workout on 
the family property ‘Wanderibby’, east of Armidale� The 28-year-old had raised Ike 
when his mother was killed nine months earlier although it wasn’t until a couple of 
weeks before the picture was taken that Ike had decided to join in the  
training sessions�

 “I don’t know why he started hopping with me,” Cornelsen said then� “But he still has 
trouble keeping up� I don’t think he’d be able to match it too well with his uncles and 
aunts out in the bush�” Cornelsen was to retire after that series�’

Speaking of Wallabies, hearty well wishes to Adrian ‘Moose’ Skeggs (78-82) on his 
marriage to business transition coach and author Samantha Chambers on 21 May� 
Moose, a tighthead prop who wore the green and gold against Canada in 1993 and 
notched up 27 matches for the Queensland Reds, and Samantha, whose book Ditch 
The Ladder: Escape the Corporate Trap was launched in March, made their vows at Clark 
Park, Lavender Bay, followed by a reception at Luna Park� The couple honeymooned 
in Eagle Bay in the Margaret River region, Western Australia� Moose is currently 
consulting to various companies such as Origin insurance while convening nationally 
The Rugby Business Network in Australia�

Four generations gathered to help Eric Carter (35-37) celebrate his 95th birthday on 
5 May� Eric returned to the family property near Moree after school until war broke 
out� Against his father's wishes he joined his life-long mate ‘Skipper’ John Steuart (34 
38) in the merchant marines� Eric continued ship driving post-war until returning to 
farming, then became a successful seed and grain merchant� In 1988 he and wife Beryl 
retired to bayside Brisbane where they enjoyed tending their large garden� A widower 
since 2002, Eric now gets a little help with the house and garden but still lives fiercely 
independently, and drives to the shops for ingredients for the gourmet meals he 
can still cook, but "can't taste much anymore"� Nevertheless, he enjoys a scotch on 
the back deck to observe the daily visits of the native birds and wallabies� He is quite 
proud to be the longest lived Carter so far - his grandfather died at 94, and ascribes 
his longevity to luck, good genes, and "the willingness to work up a good sweat every 
day"� Thanks to his son Reg for this news� (Ed’s note: In 2006 John Steuart Jnr (61-65) 
donated to the school a new tug-o-war rope in memory of his father ‘Skipper’ who 
had died the year before� However, it was too long for the purpose and needed to 
be cut - but who would be able to splice the ends? Why his father’s old school and 
marine friend Eric Carter, of course� So John brought up the rope from Sydney, Eric 
came down from Queensland, and they met halfway at the Llangothlin property of 
Robbie Mackenzie (57-65)� The rope was presented to TAS at OB Weekend 2006�)
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22-24 July! For details and to book, visit www�tasobu�com�auweekend
OLD BOYS

Congratulations

Greg Cornelsen

Samantha Chambers and Adrian Skeggs

Eric Carter


